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MINNIE LOVES JUNIOR
Minnie lives in a seaside fishing village. Junior
lives there too. Little does he realise Minnie’s
unrequited love will soon save his life. Minnie
Loves Junior is a heart-warming story of a little
boy who loves the ocean, and a little girl who
loves the boy.
14 minutes

SEEDS OF CHANGE
Be inspired by Ngarrindjeri Elder Mark Koolmatrie.
He is actively spreading the word about healing
Country practices, including a traditional First
Nations Ngatji system within a contemporary
framework, whilst also operating conservation
tours that are lead from the heart.
12 minutes

NEW VISIONS OF COUNTRY
Aunty Lavene is a Wangkangurru/Adnyamathanha/
Kuyani/Luritja woman and an artist of various
mediums. Her creations reflect her unique visions
of community and Culture and tell stories that
reflect personal experiences.
5 minutes

WILD AT HEART
After years of estrangement, Kahlia the granddaughter of former race car driver Sally Hughes,
wakes from a nightmare desperate to reconnect
with her. Defying her mother’s wishes, Kahlia
tracks down Nana Sally finally seeing her. A
meeting that will change all their lives forever.
8 minutes

WE WILL WALK
Students of Prospect North Primary School lean
into Reconciliation Week with their hearts and
voices, singing an inspirational song of unity.
Music by Nancy Bates and vocals by Indy Stanton.
3 minutes

UNBREAKABLE
Survivors of the Stolen Generation share stories
of their forced removal and how their experiences
have shaped their individual pathways.
10 minutes

ARABANA SONGLINES
This ground-breaking short film takes viewers on
an immersive journey through the remote heart of
Arabana country, Kati Thanda (Lake Eyre). Sit with
Elders as they share knowledge of kutha ‘water’,
the giver of life. Hear the endangered Arabana
language spoken. Meditate on the beauty of
this country. The land is changing. The only way
forward is to sit, listen, and connect with ancient
songlines.
10 minutes

FINAL FOOTPRINTS:
MY CULTURE MY KINSHIP MY COUNTRY
Distinctive insights into meaningful aspects of
First Nations palliative care on Country, within an
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander context.
11 minutes

CEDRIC VARCOE
A poignant portrait of Ramindjeri Elder and
artist Cedric Varcoe. He shares insights into his
inspiration, unique artistic practices on Country and
how his artworks tell stories.
4 minutes

LEST WE FORGET ABORIGINAL WOMEN
Three Aboriginal women, who served in the
military in the 70s and 80s, discuss how their lives
were changed by being in the Armed Forces and
what challenges they faced.
10 minutes

